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Teen T
Tit
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ans go! : F
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alling St
Stars
ars
by Sholly Fisch
The latest adventures of the Teen Titans
find the heroes celebrating Hanukkah
and Christmas together, and fighting to
restore order to Jump City after the
neighborhood falls victim to caffeine
addiction and a new time-wasting
gadget

Cav
Cavebo
eboyy Dav
Dave
e : mor
more
e scr
scrawn
awnyy
than br
brawn
awnyy
by Aaron Reynolds
A young caveman named Dave must
complete a dangerous rite of passage
with his peers
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Breaking
eaking boundaries
by Joe Caramagna
A graphic-novel follow-up to the Disney
film finds Anna questioning her
seemingly lesser role in the kingdom
before bonding with a neighboring
kingdom's princess, who is searching for
her own sense of purpose.

Narwhal's o
ott
tter
er friend :
Narwhal's Ott
Otter
er F
Friend
riend
by Ben Clanton
An exuberant Narwhal and a skeptical
Jelly test the waters of adding a new
friend to their pod when they meet Otty, a
super-adventurous otter.
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by Whitney Ralls

by Wendy Mass

An interactive pick-your-path Equestria
Girls story invites fans to help Sunset
Shimmer when she is stuck in a time loop
and forced to keep reliving the day of the
Starswirl Music Festival.

This time a strange flashing cube from
the magic suitcase sends them to a
nearby city, Hadenstown, in the future,
and they find themselves surrounded by
flying cars, tall glass buildings, and robots

The hiv
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e queen

Mr
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ery club

by Tui Sutherland

by Aron Nels Steinke

Rendered fugitives after stealing the
Book of Clearsight, the SilkWings race to
prevent a LeafWing attack while Cricket
struggles to stay hidden and uncover the
queen's deadly secret. By the best-selling
author of the Menagerie trilogy.

Settling into a new classroom with
teacher Mr. Wolf, three Hazelwood
Elementary students start a mystery club
to investigate the fate of a missing
teacher and rumors about a haunted
bathroom.
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by Uma Krishnaswami

A first entry in the 2019 American Girl of
the Year series introduces a relatable
young heroine and reveals to new fans
how her story began. By the author of the
Butterfly Wishes series.

Nine-year-old Maria Singh learns to play
softball just like her heroes in the AllAmerican Girls' League, while her parents
and neighbors are struggling through
World War II.

by Jennifer Castle

